
LIVE PRODUCTION SMARTER FASTER EASIER

ADVANCED REPLAY FEATURES

Streamstar® SW 3.0 - New features overview 

Streamstar® Replay system - the most powerful,  
efficient and easiest to use Replay & Slomo system  
in its class, now offers many new and advanced,  
features, that enable users to easily produce  
professional, broadcast quality, network television  
style productions. The Replay and Slomo system  
is included throughout the entire Streamstar®  
products range and upgrades are available FREE 
for all existing Streamstar® customers!
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Replay previews were significantly 
enlarged for better visual control 
and greater operational comfort.

Individual camera replays can be 
marked as favorites, which greatly  
improves the user’s orientation in large 
numbers of replays.

Each replay set can be named and info 
notes about the content can be added 
for faster identification and easier  
orientation in the replay set list.
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Individual camera replays can be 
added to playlists to instantly create 
blocks of highlights or best scenes 
ready to be fired up at any time.

Enables switching of individual camera 
angles during replay playback. Same 
as when switching live cameras, but 
within a replay and in slow motion.

Enables playback of multiple replays 
in sequence. During a replay playback 
tap any replay camera you wish to play 
in sequence .



Streamstar® SCOREPLUS 2.0 is a newly developed  
application, capable of generating sophisticated, network 
TV style, sports graphics. Its ground breaking technology 
design, enables the output to be sent over IP, to a remote 
Streamstar® live production system, opening up a whole 
new range of remote live production possibilities. 
The typically Streamstar® style intuitive, easy-to-use GUI, 
ready to use graphic templates for a wide range of popular 
sports, highest quality output and a very affordable price
make Streamstar® SCOREPLUS the best choice in sports 
graphics solutions available.

 Broadcast quality, professional sports graphics 
 accessible and affordable.

Close collaboration of JVC and Streamstar® resulted in  
a full integration of JVC camcorders functionality in 
Streamstar® Live production software, featured in every 
Streamstar® product. 
Up to 6 JVC camcorders can be remotely controlled over 
IP, directly from the Streamstar® SW user interface. Their 
IP video stream output can be used in Streamstar® live 
production systems. 
Streamstar® was the first to introduce IP remote workflows 
in their products years ago and continues to lead the IP 
revolution in live production.  

 The future of live production - today.
 Brought to you by Streamstar®.
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4 channels of DSK with transparency 
are available to support the many 
graphics capabilities of the system.
Previously called “Inserts” they are  
now renamed to “LAYERS”.

Lower thirds, subtitles, crawls and any 
kind of text objects are easily created 
with the internal character generator. 
Professional graphic templates are 
provided for speed and ease of use.

Simultaneously send MPEG-TS 
streams with RTMP and SDI-OUT. 
This feature is greatly expanding the 
range of production capabilities and 
applications of the system.
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